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I have been thinking about seasons again. And no, it not because winter came roaring in like a 
lion this week. Although that can be a good physical example and we might draw from that. 
 
 
Seasons in the natural and in the spiritual - we understand them in the natural but we don’t 
always see them in the spiritual  
Example of laws in the natural and spiritual 
 
What are some ways or signs of seasons changing in the natural? 
What are some signs of seasons changing in the spiritual? For us as individuals? For us as New 
Beginnings?  
 
The word of the Lord - Jonah 1: 
storms - gospels  
 
Ex. Sowing seeds  
I sense we are in a transitional time 
Hear what I am saying and not what I am not saying  
 
Our response to changing seasons 
Typical ones 
Resist - cling to the good old days, dig our heels in 
Avoid - run away  
Distraction  
 
Eagerness - lean into - attentive, listening  
Thankfulness -  
Revelation - With eyes to see  
 
Daniel 2:19 
 
Things to remember in the transition times? 
His faithfulness - though the seasons change your love remains  
 
With faith - 
 
“Now faith is the assurance of things hoped for, the conviction of things not seen.” 

NASB1995 1:11 Hebrews  
This is important because in times of transition we don’t see anything changing … yet  
 



hoped for - what was the word of the Lord?  
I may not like it 
It may not be what I wanted  
Or how I envisioned it 
 
Practically  
Consistency  
Repetition 
walking  
Lifting weights  
 
Often what we have learned and build on helps to prepare us for the next season 
Acceleration 
The amount and distance is supernatural  
Our part in the suddenlys or God’s part 
praying  
Seeking him 
Being eager  
 
What do we need to let go of  
Packing away my shorts 
 
New tools - what are things he has or is putting in our hands  
Out came the shovels  
Away went the garden shovel 
 
 
We can’t expect anything to change if we don’t do anything different 
 
Application  
Kate’s word 
Is. 48: 
Faith would arise  
What is the Lord asking us to be faithful (consistent in) 
What is he asking us to let go of  
What new thing is he putting into our hand? 


